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Maverick Activity Pack
What is a Maverick Activity Pack?

This activity pack is for teachers and parents to help build comprehension and
engagement when guiding their students and children in their reading journey.
There are many activities in this pack that can be used alongside our Early
Reader stories to encourage children to get stuck in after enjoying the story.

Jetpack Jelly  Early Reader

ISBN: 978-1-84886-399-6
Format: 15x21cm, 32p SB
Bic/CBMC: YQCR/B3M79
RRP: £5.99
Spacey Stacey has made tons of jelly but she needs a speedy
way to deliver them all. Her friend Timble builds her jetpack
that is super for whizzing her round. But when she gets
caught in a washing line, Stacey has to ask her rival Astro
Pete for help. But when Pete also falls, Stacey is forced to
press the big, red button... 

Alice Hemming & Emma Randall

This Activity Pack is for:
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Can you remember the words from the story?

1. “Welcome to my             ,             world,” said Stacey.

wibbly, wobbly jumpy, jelly funky, dunky

2.  “Don’t worry about the                         . Only press it in an
absolute emergency.

yellow button   red button flashing jet

3. Stacey was caught on a                         .

washing line          massive jelly sharp window

4. Astro Pete dropped the             and looked                    .

robot / angry jetpack / shy flower / embarrassed

5. A hatch opened and a             colourful             billowed out.

tiny / flower     giant / cloth     huge / planet

6. “It is something to be                         ,” said Stacey.

happy about  afraid of proud of

Jetpack Jelly
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Quiz
Jetpack Jelly

1. What does Timble say about the red button?
a) Don’t ever press it

b) Only press it in an absolute emergency

c) It will make you stop

2. What did Stacey get stuck on?
a) A telephone line

b) A washing line

c) A tree branch

3. Who was dancing through the window?
a) Astro Pete

b) Cosmo Bob

c) Moondoodle

4. What happens when Stacey presses the red button?
a) The jetpack stops

b) The jetpack falls off

c) The jetpack rockets into the air

5. How do they get down safely?
a) A hot air balloon

b) A parachute

c) They land in jelly
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 wordsearch. 15-square. grid words laid out all-directions. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters.  dark-g

breakfast

café

circle

jelly

jetpack

maracas

parachute

plastic

Words:

rumble

somersault

sparkly

stars

Jetpack Jelly
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Write Your Own Story
Write your own story using the characters in the book.
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Fill in the gaps:
1. wibbly, wobbly

2. red button

3. washing line

4. flower / embarrassed

5. giant / cloth

6. proud of

Quiz:
1. b

2. b

3. a

4. c

5. b

 wordsearch. 15-square. grid words laid out all-directions. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters.  dark-g
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